Swiss residential property price index: the use of geolocalised
information for quality adjustment in location
The Federal Statistical Office (FSO) is currently
working on implementing an official residential
property price index (RPPI). First quarterly results
will be released in 2018. One of the major
challenges is to neutralise the differences in quality
between buildings from different survey periods,
given that every transaction is unique. To this end,
the FSO opted for a hedonic model of the type
hedonic repricing in combination with a
stratification. Stratification divides sold properties
into more homogenous subgroups. A hedonic
model gives a value to all significant characteristics
which compose the real estate.
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The new Swiss RPPI needs various types of data
and sources. No single source has all of the
required variables. Knowledge about the
population of decisive transactions is necessary to
establish weighting systems and to determine
survey coverage levels. This information will be
collected from the land registries. Data on
individual transactions and on the properties’
structure for the quarterly statistics will be
collected from the mortgage institutes (banks,
insurances, pension funds). This database is
complemented with information from the Register
of Buildings and Dwellings.
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Among the characteristics for the quality
adjustment procedure there are structural variables,
usage variables and location variables. Structural
variables include information about the physical
features of the real estate (e.g. number of rooms,
area, age). Usage variables provide information
about the (planned) use of the properties (e.g. first
or second home). Location or situation variables
are those factors which are space-bound (e.g.
distance to public transport, view, exposure, noise).
We distinguish between the micro- and
macrolocation, with the boundary drawn at
municipality level.

The Register of Buildings and Dwellings is
maintained by the FSO in cooperation with
construction-trade authorities and other specialist
from federal, cantonal and communal offices.
There we can find additional information about the
properties’ structure and the coordinates of the
individual objects. These coordinates are the key to
enrich the transaction data from mortgage institutes
with various geolocalised information. Swiss
administration offers a large selection of freely
accessible geolocalised data, from which the FSO
hopes to obtain location indicators to improve
quality adjustment further.
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